Big Pink Link #70
Well hello there you beauts! I hope you’re all well and you’re
braced for the next few weeks of summer holidays – by that I
mean you’ve stocked up on alcohol. I certainly have.
So, without further ado, it’s time for the #bigpinklink again!
And it’s link up number 70 no less!
Where’s the cake for such a momentous occasion?!
via GIPHY
Who are our WOW’s this week? Let’s find out!

The first wow chosen by Lou from Pink Pear Bear is this one
by It’s a Drama.
Lou said; “This is a brilliant post from It’s a Drama. It
perfectly describes how I feel a lot of the time, the rage is
real! Although it’s rubbish that others are also suffering,
it’s also nice to know that we’re not alone in our ‘hormoan’
traumas.”.
The second wow chosen by Lou is by the wonderful Just saying
mum.
Lou said; “This post from Helen hit me square in the feels
like a sledge hammer. I feel like time has whizzed past me
already with my youngest starting school and I just can’t
imagine how it feels to be at the other end of the school
journey.“.
The third wow Lou has chosen is by one of our very own
#BigPinkLink co-host’s, the beautifully talented Laura from
Five Little Doves.

Lou said; “Finally, a special mention for this post from one
of our fellow guest hosts Laura. I’ve followed her journey
this year and it has been similar to my own, I am so pleased
to hear it is looking up.”.
The first wow from our lovely Hannah from Just Hannah Jane is
this one by Mummy Mama Mum.
Hannah said; “I loved this honest post from Mummy Mama Mum,
she talks about her style of parenting and criticisms she has
received. She reminds us that every family, parent and child’s
needs are different and that we should NEVER judge anyone on
how they choose to parent”.
The second wow from Hannah is this one by The Mummy Bubble.
Hannah said, “My second Wow this week is from The Mummy
Bubble, I couldn’t help but nod along to her account of how
she feels torn between her two children at times. I can
honestly say I’ve definitely felt this way and totally take my
hat off to anyone who has more than two children, you
seriously are wonder parents!”
Help yourselves to a featured post badge you super folks and
take a bow!
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